
Film-Mechanik Simon Wyss, Hofgasse 8, 4147 Äsch, Switzerland 

 

Business Terms, effective February 1, 2023 

 

A binding technical expertise can be given only after investigation of an object, engaging 

quotes as well. 

The hourly rate of 100 Swiss Francs includes all small things. That is tool replacements, 

everything of the work space together with heating, illumination, use of grinding and 

polishing bodies, electrical energy, cleaning utensiles, lubricants, sealants, glues, solvents 

inclusive of disposal, and also temporary storage of items. 

 

I commit myself to a price for certain equipment and models as far as possible. Often 

examples vary. As soon as something unexpected shows up I inform you about it at once so 

that you can decide what should be further done or left out. Basically, parts can be remade. 

Whether it’s worth the effort I always state with the greatest possible openness. 

In some cases a condition can be had that surpasses the original one. Particularly new spiral 

springs can be made which will give a camera mechanism more energy in compensation to 

the price. Electric motors can be rewound. The centering of a lens mount with respect to the 

film and the congruence of the exposure aperture with the frame of the finder may be better 

adjusted than they were initially. 

I am ready to work on several objects as a package according to circumstances. A set of 

lenses for example is advantageously treated as a whole. That saves time and money. 

My work and purchases are payable in Swiss Francs (CHF). I am, of course, happy with an 

advance payment. In any case money transfer is expected after a job is done. As soon as the 

money is in I ship the goods. PayPal transfer under my E-Mail address welcome 

On demand I ship insured. Dropping and pick-up at my place welcome 

 

I give three years of warranty on my work from the day on that an object is no longer under 

my auspices. 

You understand that I don’t assume any liability for material defects or malconstruction. 

Even highly praised genius concepts can have flaws, as is showing time and again. 

I do not take Super-8 and Single-8 apparatus. Super-16 gear is accepted and treated but no 

conversions executed by me. No work on electronics 

 

 


